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Therafields in the Annex
Given its reach, its success, and its endurance for two full decades, it’s surprising
how little Annexonians, let alone Torontonians, know about Therafields. True, the
memories of some of its practitioners have kept the flame smoldering. Grant
Goodbrand published a behind-the-scenes memoir in 2010. And there are one
or two blog posts out there online. But generally speaking, a commune that at
one point claimed close to a thousand followers and a movement that at one
point owned more than 30 properties in the Annex has almost completely faded
from contemporary memory.

And that’s a shame.

Owning the Annex

We’ll begin by listing the properties that were owned or leased by Therafields
over the years, just to give you a sense of its footprint here in the ‘hood:

Admiral Road (East side) 55, 59, 61, 63, 105, 123, 131
Admiral Road (West side) 32, 74, 76, 82, 94, 98
Brunswick Avenue 477, 479, 481, 483, 485
Dupont Street 310, 316-18-20
Howland Avenue 152
Kendal Avenue 68, 72, 74, 98
Walmer Road 73, 121, 123, 125, 133, 135

Most of these properties were houses. Some were apartment buildings. Others,
such as those on Dupont, were office buildings. Regardless, all were home to
practitioners and members in the Therafields psychoanalytic commune.

The 60’s

For those of us who remember them (were we really there?), the 60’s were a time
of incredible social upheaval. If you want to be glib, you can reference the
Beatles. But that and the ensuing decades were times of unparalleled freedom
and exploration, a period of experimentation and celebration of the individual,
of nature, of self. And Therafields epitomized that ethos with its foray into
psychoanalysis and development of group work and communal living as
fundamental forms of therapy.
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At the heart of the enterprise was the charismatic Lea Hindley-Smith who had
arrived in Toronto from London, England in 1948 together with her hapless
husband Harry. She had briefly studied psychoanalysis in the home country, but
initially made her way in Toronto by selling real estate and flipping properties
(such as 101 Madison) which she ran as rooming houses during the time it took
her and Harry to fix them up for sale. Still, by 1956 she had reclaimed her initial
interests and begun practising as a psychoanalyst full time, gaining private
clients purely by word of mouth.

But it was in the early 60’s – when Lea herself was in her early fifties – that she
laid the foundations for what came to be known as Therafields and developed
the earmarks of her psychoanalytic approach. She and Harry had purchased 477
Brunswick in 1962. But instead of selling their previous home at 152 Howland as
was their wont, they renovated the detached semi, relocating the kitchen and
dining room to the basement in order to house more comfortably the eight
clients she had become convinced would heal only through intense group
therapy.

Expanding the Practice

The results at 152 Howland were impressive – in no small part, Lea realized,
because the clients were forced on a daily basis to face their own anxieties and
work out how to live with other people. And from that point, the pressure was
on to expand her therapeutic practice.

The next house to fall was 59 Admiral Road, ably suited to the task with its 16
rooms and two-storey coach house at the rear. Soon after Lea acquired five
more Admiral houses as well as the small apartment building at number 32. By
1964 her core community consisted of 64 group clients, including 36 who lived
communally in Annex houses, as well as a dozen or so other clients who came
for individual sessions.

A central part of the house group therapy was the maintenance and renovation
of their own homes. Annexonian Peter Dales, who joined the commune as a
practitioner in 1969 and who still lives on Admiral Road, remembers fondly the
sound of hammers and saws on weekends as clients collaborated in improving
and reconfiguring their housing.

Peter also remembers in awe the house swaps that occurred every two to three
years in the commune.  It was an important part of the therapy to facilitate the
renewal of groups – the injection of new blood and the creation of new bonds.
On one single weekend back in the day, Peter remembers driving a truck to help
200 members change accommodation, some moving just next door, some
across the road, some to houses on other streets altogether. The neighbourhood
was in exhilarating chaos!

Expansion

But the turning point in Lea’s venture was the rapid acquisition of a collection of
farms in Mono Mills north of the city, beginning with a farm in 1967. According
to Grant Goodbrand, as Lea walked the fields she said to herself, “There’s



something therapeutic about these fair fields… Of course, Therafields.
Therafields.” (p76).  And so the name was coined. And the farms ultimately
became the heart of the growing commune where the residents gathered
regularly on weekends for extensive group sessions.

Unfortunately, the expansion meant that Lea’s practice was transformed from
what had become a social movement to an institution, as Goodman says,
“caught up in owning property.” (p 78)  So while the commune grew and
prospered through the 70’s, the seeds of its demise had been sown.

The Demise

When interest rates shot up in the early 80’s (and, to be fair, when the initial
enthusiasm for the movement waned) Therafields faced bankruptcy. It couldn’t
meet its financial obligations and was forced to sell off properties at a loss.

Most, according to Peter Dales, changed hands on the regular open market.
Only a few, such as the one he still lives in, were purchased by Therafields
insiders. Back in 1978 he and his wife Judy and a few friends took title to 123
Admiral, cobbling together sufficient funds to pay the mortgage owing despite
interest rates of eleven and twelve percent. Their financial gamble paid off: More
than 4 decades later, Peter and Judy still call number 123 their home.

Lea herself died in 1987 under the most tragic of circumstances, and, according
to Grant Goodbrand, with her also died the name of Therafields. Yet there is no
denying that hundreds of peoples’ lives were altered by her venture – a few, as
they remember it, for ill, but most, it is clear, for good. Hers was a bold
experiment that should not be forgotten. Nor will we let it be forgotten that its
crucible was the Annex.

For such a profound and far-reaching movement, there is astonishingly little
available in the photographic record. Grant Goodbrand’s book is the single
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source easily available.

 

Notes and Queries
Heritage Property Insurance

The National Trust for Canada is asking all property owners to complete a quick
survey about their insurance in hopes that the data collected can help this
organization advocate for better insurance deals for heritage homeowners. (It
seems that in some parts of Canada, policies on older homes are being cancelled
with short notice, not being renewed, or being rejected outright with no clear
rationale.) The survey takes only five minutes, and responses are completely
anonymous. For more information, go to the National Trust website. And do
note that the survey deadline is Thursday, February 17.

 

Taddle Creek Park

He’s publicity and camera shy – but all the trademarks were there when we
walked through Taddle Creek Park last week along a pristinely cleared path. At
that point, most of our public sidewalks were still a mess and walking was tricky
– except along that diagonal through the park. It just had to be the work of
resident Ted Humphreys, we opined. And, as it turns out, it was. Kudos and
hearty thanks to Ted from all of us who take that route.
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OISE Upgrades

There are no signs proclaiming the reason for the disruption and the workers are
inevitably reluctant to talk – but those are telling indications that Toronto Hydro
is on the scene. And, sure enough, that construction in front of the park adjacent
to OISE on Bloor is yet another hydro project in the ‘hood. The foreman declined
to have his picture taken but did explain that the work involved a significant
upgrade to OISE’s electrical system. Projected finish time – April. So now you
know.

 

You Weren’t Being Ignored!

Oh dear. Technical snafu. It seems that some weeks ago a link or two came
undone in the Nation Builder platform we use for the ARA website. The result?
Email addressed to info@theara.org dropped off the face of the planet. There is
no explanation for what caused the mysterious uncoupling, but Nation Builder
staff assure us that the glitch has been fixed. And so – if you WERE feeling
ignored – then by all means, please re-send your message. We promise to get
right back to you.
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Honorary Estonians

At last month’s meeting, the ARA Board voted unanimously to send a letter of
unconditional support to the nascent KESKUS Centre on Madison. The letter
expressed our profound appreciation for the enterprise and for the future
benefits it will bring our community. In return, it seems that KESKUS has
declared all Annexonians to be honorary Estonians. And let it be noted, for our
part we’re delighted to embrace this honour!

 

Snowdon Pharmacy Rapid Tests for Sale

It’s an on-again/off-again supply, but our local, historic compounding pharmacy
is advertising COVID rapid antigen tests are back in stock for sale. The
pharmacists ask that you come to make a purchase only if you do not suspect
you have COVID-19. Otherwise, please send a friend or non-close contact to buy
the test for you. Makes sense.

 

Budget Town Hall

On February 10, 2022, Councillors Cressy, Layton, and Wong-Tam invite you to
attend their joint town hall to discuss the 2022 Municipal Budget. Topics for
discussion include COVID-19 impacts and public health, housing and the
environment, and Downtown recovery. After short presentations, residents will
be invited to have their say and get their questions answered. The meeting takes
place at 6:30 on Zoom. Click here to register. 
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The Annex Residents' Association is a volunteer organization of residents committed to
improving and preserving the distinctive character of our neighbourhood. Our strength

depends on our base of support in a well-informed community.

This email was sent to gillianbartlettara@gmail.com. To stop receiving emails, click here to
unsubscribe.
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